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J352/01
Section B: 19th century prose
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde Q13
In this task AO1 and AO2 are equally dominant assessment objectives: the emphasis is therefore on sustaining
a critical style and informed personal response, supported by an analytical approach to language. AO3 is also
important: responses should show understanding of the relationship of text to context. This should include
understanding of 19th century literary conventions and the expectations of readers, and how context influences
the way we read the text today. A mark out of 4 is awarded for spelling, punctuation, vocabulary and sentence
structures (AO4).
The question asks about the ways in which Stevenson presents Mr Hyde as the ‘evil’ alter ego of Jekyll through
the eyes of Dr Lanyon, who is of course unaware of his identity. Nineteenth-century preoccupations with status,
the gentleman, evolutionary theory, addiction and the gothic might all inform a response. The question prompts
exploration of other ways in which Hyde is presented in the novel, such as his first appearance, and with the
darker aspects of human nature which he represents.
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Script A
Examiner commentary
It is understood that Hyde has never been taught
to be polite and that this influences his abrupt
behaviour towards Lanyon. Lanyon’s `icy pang’ is
seen as a reaction to Hyde’s own cold heart, and
this is understood to have an effect on the `blood’.
The candidate’s language and explanation are not
entirely clear here, but there is an appreciation that
Hyde creates a visceral reaction with dangerous
consequences.

This response is written in a convincing critical style
with some insightful understanding. It is an informed
personal response to both text and task.
The candidate begins by correctly placing the
passage and understanding both its narrative context
and Stevenson’s use of Dr Lanyon’s perspective. There
is clear understanding that Mr Hyde’s desperation
actually reflects Dr Jekyll’s desire to resume his
original identity. This response quickly moves
beyond narrative to consider the writer’s purpose,
appreciating that Stevenson wants to present evil
through Hyde’s `manner and appearance’ but for that
evil to remain somewhat undefined.

The candidate moves beyond the passage to consider
similar language surrounding Carew’s murder: Hyde
is associated with anger and violence associated
with different rungs on the evolutionary ladder from
the civilised milieu of the story’s narrators. More
consideration of the difference between the world
of the Victorian gentleman and the bestial depravity
of the world of Hyde would give this response more
reward.

Lanyon’s `disgustful curiosity’ is immediately
referenced and analysed. This paragraph shows how
textual references are well-selected and integrated
(AO1). Lanyon is correctly seen as both drawn to
Hyde and repulsed by what he sees as abnormally
weird. There is thoughtful and developed analysis
of the writer’s decision to say a lot about Hyde’s
clothes but almost nothing about his face: the
candidate describes this as `the elephant in the
room’. This personal response is further developed.
Hyde’s face is imagined as an image the reader has
to make up, a `dark uncertainty’ which gives scope
for the imagination to work. There is also awareness
that Stevenson had to be careful not to make Hyde
resemble a recognisable real person.

Other instances are also cited of language which
portrays the `unknown disgust’ provoked by Hyde,
showing that evil in the novel is more pervasive for its
lack of clear definition. Knowledge of the text is clearly
good and there is understanding of why Stevenson
chose to make `evil’ in the novel so undefined.
Overall language is analysed effectively and the
response is well-developed. It is not yet consistently
effective in its use of relevant subject terminology, but
there is reasonably convincing understanding of some
aspects of context and how they inform response to
the text. More detailed response to the writer’s use
of language, form and structure and how they help
him to achieve his overall purpose would lift this high
ability answer further within the top two bands.

Lanyon’s rhetorical language is seen as starting
to `revel in Hyde’s abnormality’. The writer’s use
of the term `creature’ is explored and related to
Victorian concerns about the `evolutionary ladder’.
Other animal references in the extract (AO2) are
also selected and integrated to show that this is
an element of Hyde’s `evil’ nature. Connotations of
language are understood (AO2), as is the term tricolon,
and although anaphora is incorrectly used for the
alliterative phrase `seizing, surprising’, the climactic
term `revolting’ is understood as the most frequent
response to Hyde. There is a sense that Hyde’s evil is
actually hard to define but strongly emotive.

Spelling and punctuation are mostly accurate and a
wide vocabulary is used.
Level 5
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Script B
Examiner commentary
The comparison with other gothic embodiments of
evil from the same period, such as the `vampire’ is
well made. Hyde is seen as a `very pure form of `evil’,
although the relationship between what is natural
and supernatural about his evil might have been
examined further. Lanyon’s own terror, and bravery in
confronting this evil, are supported with well-selected
and fully integrated quotations (AO1).

This response is written in a convincing critical style
and is a detailed personal response to both text and
task.
This is a clearer response than Script A, although
not always so perceptive or wide-ranging. It is more
precise and detailed in its analysis of language (AO2).
However, it is less confident in placing the passage
in its context, either within the novel as a whole or
in Victorian society (AO3) and as a detailed personal
response it shows `clear understanding’ rather than
`some insightful understanding’ (AO1).

This well-organised response concludes by making
some comparisons with the ways in which Hyde’s
personality is `brutal’ and has an intimidating effect at
other points in the novel, especially the murders, but
this point would have been stronger if illustrated with
quotation.
There are elements of top-band analysis here
in response to language and textual detail, but
comparison and context both need development,
and individual observations could thus be more
convincingly linked to a critical understanding of the
text as a whole.

Mr Hyde is instantly identified as not only evil but
`chaotic’, showing clear understanding of ways in
which he transgresses social norms. He is rightly seen
as `rude and disruptive’ and his desperate hunt for the
powders, going so far as laying a hand on Lanyon, is
seen as part of the way his evil progresses through
the novel as a whole, showing an understanding of
narrative context.
There is a developed response to the ways in which
language presents Hyde’s disturbingly abnormal
appearance (AO2) with some appreciation that
this scene of horror is also at times on the brink of
comedy, making it `eery’. The deformity of Hyde’s
appearance is analysed as a metaphor for the
deformity of his personality. Language is explored
to highlight the aggression and dependency it
communicates. A little contextual explanation of
Victorian attitudes to addiction and dependency
might have developed these observations further
(AO3).

Spelling and punctuation are mostly accurate and a
wide vocabulary is used.
Level 5
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Script C
Examiner commentary
This is a reasonably developed personal response to
both text and task. It shows clear understanding of
the passage, although it does little to move beyond
it. Relevant textual references and quotations are
selected to support the response and there is some
analysis of the writer’s use of language to create
meanings and effects (AO2). There is contextual
understanding of ways in which Mr Hyde’s behaviour
here violates social norms.

The candidate asks in what way Hyde is `abnormal
and misbegotten’ and yet no onlooker can pinpoint
what makes him deformed. This shows personal
response (AO1) supported by relevant quotation, and
leads to a consideration of his spiritual deformity.
More thought might be given here to Lanyon as a
narrator. It is understood that the pressure Hyde exerts
on him is more like that of an animal than a `civilised
human’.

The introductory sentence is rather general and might
have done more to place this passage in its narrative
or thematic context. However, Mr Hyde is quickly
seen as an evil being through his very anonymity,
and treatment as an `abstract object’ that may not
even be human. The writer’s choices and purpose
are evaluated: the lack of physical detail is seen as
contributing to `mystery about the character’. There
is some analysis of the ways in which he does not
seem to fit his clothes: more exploration of this
as a metaphor, or contextual consideration of the
importance of outward appearances to the Victorian
notion of a gentleman, might have developed this
answer further. There is a personal response to this
presentation of Hyde as clown-like but hysterical
rather than funny, and understanding of why he is
a shrunken version of Jekyll. The symbolism of this
might have been further developed.

This response is most successfully focused on the
moment when Hyde touches Lanyon. The `icy pang’
is seen as a foreshadowing of other touches of evil,
an insight which might have been further developed
through specific quotations. The candidate shows
both understanding and some interpretative ability
when describing Hyde as not human but the evil
part of Jekyll, but this statement demands further
explanation.
Spelling and punctuation are mostly accurate and a
reasonable range of vocabulary is used.
Level 3
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Script D
Examiner commentary
Spelling and punctuation are mostly accurate and a
reasonable range of vocabulary is used.

This begins to develop a straightforward personal
response to the text showing some understanding
(AO1). There is relevant textual support and simple
comments the writer’s use of language (AO2). Context
is implied rather than explicitly addressed (AO3).

Level 3

Hyde’s `repulsive presence’ is understood with
response to the fact that his clothing would normally
be comic but in his case is `unnerving’. There is broad
reference to other parts of the novel, but a specific
reference would have made this response more
convincing. There is some developed comment on
Hyde’s clothing with implicit awareness of how this
contributes to uncertainty about his social status
and explanation of how this contributes to Lanyon’s
feelings of unease within the novel’s context would
have been helpful. This response also highlights the
`icy pang’ Lanyon feels - relevant support from the
text (AO1). The shock effect and the lingering sense
of fear created by Hyde’s appearances are referenced
and more analysis of how this is communicated and
why people are nevertheless curious about him
would have led to higher award. The combination
of the `revolting’ and the oddly charismatic is worth
more developed and supported investigation.
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Script E
Examiner commentary
There is also understanding that this moment
foreshadows `something bad was going to happen’.
This comment might have been developed by
connection to later events, such as the discovery of
Jekyll’s body.

This is a straightforward response to both text and
task. A range of relevant points are made showing
some understanding but lacking development. There
is some relevant textual support (AO1) and simple
comments on the writer’s use of language (A02).
Context is only implicit (AO3).

The comment on ‘fear of the unknown’ shows some
understanding and the response to the `icy touch’
shows a little awareness of language, but both these
observations need more development to become
more than basic comments.

There is an initial statement that Mr Hyde’s
`abnormality’ lies in the difficulty in describing exactly
what it is about his appearance which is so disturbing.
This is appropriately supported by Lanyon’s reference
to his own `disgustful curiosity’, although there might
be more explicit comment on Lanyon as narrator. It
is understood that Hyde is wearing Jekyll’s clothes:
the implications of this visual image could have been
explored further.

Spelling is generally accurate but there are numerous
punctuation errors, as many sentences are not
properly formed.
Level 2 (low)

There is supported awareness of the ways in which
Hyde is seen as a `creature’ more ape than human,
and this is developed with an implicitly contextual
reference to `the evolutionary ladder’. The implications
of this and his desperate desire to get his hands on
the potion could have been explored further.
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